
Positive Self-Talk Worksheet
Name: ____________________________________________________________________________

Your internal dialogue influences how you perceive the world and respond to challenges. Reflect on 
your inner voice: "Is my inner voice my ally or critic?” “Is my thought pattern constructive or 
obstructive?”

1. Recall a recent instance when your thoughts were particularly pessimistic or 
    counterproductive.

a. What was the context?

b. What emotions surfaced?

c. How did you react?

2. Use the guidelines below to reassess your thought process.

3. Reflect on this exercise.

Commit to one action that will help you combat negative thinking patterns:



Modifying your self-talk

Detect it. Notice when pessimistic or harmful thoughts arise.

Recent example:

Disrupt it. Mentally say "HALT!" when you catch a negative thought.

Try it now:

Dissect it. Analyze your thoughts using the questions below.

Direct it. Redirect your inner voice to constructive narratives.

Positive redirection:

Delight in it. Embrace the positive emotions you've cultivated.

Positive emotion felt:



Analyzing your thoughts

1. Is this thought serving me well? Can I frame it more beneficially?

2. What would be my advice if a close friend voiced this concern?

3. Do I have solid reasons to believe this thought? Are there arguments against it?

4. Could there be alternate explanations for what happened?

5. Can I view this situation from different angles?

6. What are the worst, best, and most probable outcomes?

7. Can I influence this situation presently?


	Name: Krizzy  Liu
	a What was the contextRow1: I had recently been passed over for a promotion at work in favor of a colleague.
	b What emotions surfacedRow1: Disappointment, envy, self-doubt.
	c How did you reactRow1: I withdrew from my teammates and found myself procrastinating more than usual.
	2 Use the guidelines below to reassess your thought processRow1: I recognized my negative self-talk was influencing my work and relationships. I decided I needed a more constructive approach.
	Commit to one action that will help you combat negative thinking patternsRow1: I decided to seek feedback on my performance to better understand my areas of improvement and strengths.
	Recent exampleRow1: I kept thinking, "I'm never good enough for promotions."
	Try it nowRow1: I reminded myself, "This thought isn't helpful. HALT!"
	Dissect it Analyze your thoughts using the questions belowRow1: I considered whether I truly believed I wasn't good enough.
	Positive redirectionRow1: I can learn from this experience to grow further.
	Positive emotion feltRow1: Empowerment and motivation to improve.
	1 Is this thought serving me well Can I frame it more beneficiallyRow1: No, it's demotivating. A better thought would be: "Every experience is an opportunity to learn."
	2 What would be my advice if a close friend voiced this concernRow1: "You have so much potential and value. One setback doesn't define your worth."
	3 Do I have solid reasons to believe this thought Are there arguments against itRow1: I remembered past accomplishments and positive feedback from colleagues, which contradicted my negative belief.
	4 Could there be alternate explanations for what happenedRow1: The decision might have been based on various factors. Maybe the promoted colleague had specific skills or experiences the company needed at that time.
	5 Can I view this situation from different anglesRow1: "This can be a chance for me to identify areas for growth and focus on them for future opportunities."
	6 What are the worst best and most probable outcomesRow1: I might feel stuck in my current role. Best: I use this as a learning experience and thrive in future opportunities. Most probable: I continue to perform well and find opportunities to shine in future scenarios.
	7 Can I influence this situation presentlyRow1: I realized I can't change the promotion decision, but I can work on my skills and seek feedback to be better prepared for future opportunities.


